NIST calculates high cost of hydrogen
pipelines, shows how to reduce it
20 July 2015
The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) has put firm numbers on the high costs of
installing pipelines to transport hydrogen fuel—and
also found a way to reduce those costs.
Pipelines to carry hydrogen cost more than other
gas pipelines because of the measures required to
combat the damage hydrogen does to steel's
mechanical properties over time. NIST researchers
calculated that hydrogen-specific steel pipelines
can cost as much as 68 percent more than natural
gas pipelines, depending on pipe diameter and
operating pressure. By contrast, a widely used cost
model suggests a cost penalty of only about 10
percent.
But the good news, according to the new NIST
study, is that hydrogen transport costs could be
reduced for most pipeline sizes and pressures by
modifying industry codes to allow the use of a
higher-strength grade of steel alloy without
requiring thicker pipe walls. The stronger steel is
more expensive, but dropping the requirement for
thicker walls would reduce materials use and
related welding and labor costs, resulting in a net
cost reduction. The code modifications, which NIST
has proposed to the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME), would not lower
pipeline performance or safety, the NIST authors
say.
"The cost savings comes from using less—because
of thinner walls—of the more expensive material,"
says NIST materials scientist James Fekete, a coauthor of the study. "The current code does not
allow you to reduce thickness when using higherstrength material, so costs would increase. With the
Samples of pipeline steel instrumented for fatigue testing proposed code, in most cases, you can get a net
in a pressurized hydrogen chamber (the vertical tube).
savings with a thinner pipe wall, because the net
NIST researchers used data from such tests to develop reduction in material exceeds the higher cost per
a model for hydrogen effects on pipeline lifetime, to
unit weight."
support a federal effort to reduce overall costs of
hydrogen fuel. Credit: NIST

The NIST study is part of a federal effort to reduce
the overall costs of hydrogen fuel, which is
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renewable, nontoxic and produces no harmful
rates than lower grades (X52). The data have been
emissions. Much of the cost is for distribution,
used to develop a model for hydrogen effects on
which likely would be most economical by pipeline. pipeline steel fatigue crack growth, which can
The U.S. contains more than 300,000 miles of
predict pipeline lifetime based on operating
pipelines for natural gas but very little customized conditions.
for hydrogen. Existing codes for hydrogen pipelines
are based on decades-old data. NIST researchers
are studying hydrogen's effects on steel to find
Provided by National Institute of Standards and
ways to reduce pipeline costs without
Technology
compromising safety or performance.
As an example, the new code would allow a
24-inch pipe made of high-strength X70 steel to be
manufactured with a thickness of 0.375 inches for
transporting hydrogen gas at 1500 pounds per
square inch (psi). (In line with industry practice,
ASME pipeline standards are expressed in
customary units.) According to the new NIST study,
this would reduce costs by 31 percent compared to
the baseline X52 steel with a thickness of 0.562
inches, as required by the current code. In addition,
thanks to its higher strength, X70 would make it
possible to safely transport hydrogen through
bigger pipelines at higher pressure (36-inch
diameter pipe to transport hydrogen at 1500 psi)
than is allowed with X52, enabling transport and
storage of greater fuel volumes. This diameterpressure combination is not possible under the
current code.
The proposed code modifications were developed
through research into the fatigue properties of highstrength steel at NIST's Hydrogen Pipeline Material
Testing Facility. In actual use, pipelines are
subjected to cycles of pressurization at stresses far
below the failure point, but high enough to result in
fatigue damage. Unfortunately, it is difficult and
expensive to determine steel fatigue properties in
pressurized hydrogen. As a result, industry has
historically used tension testing data as the basis
for pipeline design, and higher-strength steels lose
ductility in such tests in pressurized hydrogen. But
this type of testing, which involves steadily
increasing stress to the failure point, does not
predict fatigue performance in hydrogen pipeline
materials, Fekete says.
NIST research has shown that under realistic
conditions, steel alloys with higher strengths (such
as X70) do not have higher fatigue crack growth
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